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Competition entries need to comply with  the maximum dimensions provided by 
the projector which is used by the Club in the URC hall.  These maxima are now: 
 

Width: 1280 pixels 
 

Height:  800 pixels 
 

“WXGA” = aspect ratio 16:10 

 
For images in portrait format, this is restricted to a height of 800 px, and the 
width will be something less;  the height restriction must be observed and the 
limits are not “either way”. 
 
 
It is also worthwhile changing the “Color Profile”, if necessary, to “sRGB”. 
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The procedure is shown using Photoshop (CS5) software, on a PC. 
 
First of all, load the relevant image: 
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Increase the Canvas Size to produce a narrow white key-line around the image edge. 
 
(Image  Canvas Size)  Change units to “pixels” and enter 4 (or as desired) for Width 
and Height, making sure the “Relative” box is ticked.  Check white is selected as the 
“Canvas extension color”.    Click “OK”. 
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Check and change the Color Profile if necessary, to sRGB. 
 
Edit  Convert to Profile       (Do not use “Assign Profile” due to probable colour imbalance). 
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Select the Profile from the drop-down menu 
to convert the image to sRGB IEC61966-2.1 



Now to reduce the dimensions of this large image. 
 
(Image  Image Size) (or Alt+Ctrl+I)   Select the box with the pixels for Width and 
reduce the number to 1280.         If the number of pixels in the Height box is then 
greater than 800, reduce that to 800 (this also automatically changing the width to less 
than 1280). 
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With the Width changed to 1280 (and the Height automatically changed in proportion ),  
the image dimensions are reduced accordingly. 
 
The image is now shown too small in the pane.  We need to see what it looks like at 
100% size. 
 
To do this, press three keys simultaneously: Ctrl + Alt + 0 (the number, not “o”). 
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This shows the image at 100% magnification. 
 
Most likely we may see on inspection of the image, that in the process of reducing the 
pixel dimensions the image will have lost a measure of its definition.  We need to 
sharpen it a little. 
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Sharpen using a duplicate layer (Layer  New  Layer via Copy        or  Ctrl+J) 
 
Use the Unsharp mask (Filter   Sharpen  Unsharp Mask) 
 
Adjust the settings  as shown: Amount 70, Radius 0.8, Threshold 0, and click “OK”. 
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The sharpening has been applied to the new Layer 1.  If the sharpening seems too 
extreme, change the opacity (I have left it at 100%). 
The sharpening can alter the colour balance, so change the blending mode to 
“Luminosity”. 
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Next, just flatten the layers into one (Layer  Flatten Image). 
 
That completes the adjustments and the image is ready. 
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Save the image as a JPEG to an appropriate folder and name it according to the 
requirements: 

e.g. “01 Three Dormers.jpg” 
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This is how the adjusted image may appear on the projector screen 
(pity about that telephone wire!) 
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Attach your DPI entries to an e-mail addressed to the Club as directed. 

END 


